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Budget trains spotlight on equality… deficit profile little changed
Highlights
• The Liberal government’s third budget may have been modest in terms of net new investments, but at this stage of the
cycle, there’s little need for marginal stimulus. So the focus turned to key Liberal priorities, such as gender equality and
innovation (alongside expected clarity on small business taxation).
• As with last year’s budget, there’s a certain “wait and see” feel here, given lingering geopolitical uncertainties (most
notably NAFTA renegotiation). The federal government opted against corporate tax reform for the time being despite
eroding competitiveness in the wake of Trump’s tax cuts. Ottawa retains the right and ability to take proper action in due
course.
• For the outgoing fiscal year, Ottawa now expects to run a $19.4 billion shortfall, equivalent to 0.9% of GDP. The budget
puts the coming fiscal year’s deficit at $18.1 billion or 0.8% of GDP. That’s to be followed by a $17.5 billion shortfall in
2019-20 (0.7% of GDP), with the deficit easing further in the final three years of the fiscal plan, falling to $12.3 billion or
just 0.5% of GDP come 2022-23. No date has been specified for deficit elimination.
• New initiatives in today’s budget are worth $6.3 billion in 2017-18 (notably a new pension for life framework support for
veterans) and $5.4 billion in 2018-19 (spread more broadly across four key streams), and a more modest $2-3 billion/year
further out.
• The budget acknowledged that infrastructure money is flowing out the door slower than previously anticipated. Nearly
$5 billion of allocated infrastructure money is being transferred from 2017-18 and 2018-19 to later years, which better aligns
with when lower levels of government are likely to access this funding.
• The budget assumes a 2.2% advance in real GDP or 4.0% growth in nominal terms in 2018. Further out, real GDP is expected
to range from 1.6% to 1.8% from 2019 through 2022.
• Federal revenues are expected to grow at an average annual rate of 3.8% through 2022-23, with the revenue share of GDP
holding fairly steady at 14.5%. Program expenses, meanwhile, are due to grow at an average annual clip of 2.8% over that
same five-year period, easing somewhat as a share of GDP (from 14.2% in the outgoing year to 13.6% by 2022-23).
• All in all, 2018-19’s net financial requirement of $35 billion (~1.5% of GDP) looks like an entirely manageable level for a
sovereign with such a sterling credit rating and demonstrated traction with international investors. (Notwithstanding some
gradual progress on the deficit, net funding needs hold slightly above $30 billion/year through 2022-23.)
• The government expects to have $125 billion of outstanding T-bills by March 2018, but by the end of 2018-19, plans to boost
the bill stock to $138 billion—a level deemed sufficient to ensure a liquid and well-functioning market.
• The 2018-19 gross bond program amounts to $113 billion (excluding switch operations and inflation-related adjustments), a
non-trivial reduction relative to the outgoing year’s $136 billion in supply. After controlling for maturities and buybacks,
the stock of outstanding Canadas is due to grow roughly $20 billion in the coming fiscal year, again a notably slower pace
of net supply than in 2017-18.
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Third time’s the charm?
The first budget from Justin Trudeau’s federal Liberal
government, set down in 2016, laid out a new, progressive
path forward, eschewing budget surpluses in favour of fiscal
stimulus aimed at healing a wounded economy. Last year’s
second Liberal budget, set against an improving economic
backdrop, was more an exercise in fiscal fine-tuning, in some
cases turning attention to longer-term issues while retaining
a focus on inclusive growth. That brings us to today’s third
Liberal Budget.
As expected, the budget put the focus on certain key Liberal
priorities that carry less of a direct price tag, notably gender
equality. Saying that, positive economic/fiscal adjustments
and some re-jigging of earlier commitments created room for
targeted new investments. The end result: today’s fresh
budget balance trajectory looks a fair bit better than last
year’s budget plan, but is really little changed relative to an
October update.
Budgetary red ink recedes each year of the fiscal plan,
although there’s still no definitive timeline for deficit
elimination that some have advocated. The preferred fiscal
anchor—the debt-to-GDP ratio—also continues to step down
from what is already a reasonably enviable level and the
interest bite looks to remain quite manageable (even as
interest rates move higher).
There may well be a certain “placeholder” feel to this
budget—there was a similar vibe last year, if you’ll recall—
with no real action to bolster business competitiveness. Still,
the government retains the right and ability to take action
should some of the worst economic risks materialize (e.g., a
bad NAFTA outcome). It likewise stands to reason that the
government may be keeping some powder dry for next year’s
fiscal blueprint; it’s that fourth Liberal budget, after all, that
they will carry into a 2019 federal general election.

Reaping fiscal benefits from gold medal
economic performance
Canada threw down something of a gold medal performance
in 2017, as real GDP vaulted over expectations; real GDP
growth of 3.0% stood nearly a percentage point above the
original consensus view, and the upgrade to 2017 nominal
growth (vs plan) was just as impressive (+0.9%-pts to a fairly
solid 5.2%).
Current economic thinking (as judged by the private sector
consensus) points to another year of above-potential growth
in 2018, albeit slower than last year’s blowout performance.
The budget assumes a 2.2% advance in real GDP or 4.0%
growth in nominal terms. Our own call is for an even brisker
advance, in and around 2.6% real growth. Further out, real
GDP is expected to range from 1.6% to 1.8% from 2019 through
2022 (i.e., much closer to potential).

If you’ve been watching the Canadian economy, you’re no
doubt aware of the veritable avalanche of net new jobs in
Canada… more than 500K in the last two years, driving the
unemployment rate down to roughly 40-year lows. The jobs
market is expected to remain tight, with the unemployment
rate averaging ~6% over the forecast horizon (i.e., at or
through what would traditionally be considered Canadian
NAIRU). To us, there’s little evidence of available slack in the
labour market and thus a legitimate risk of mounting wage
and inflation pressure. (The seeds have been sown and are
already sprouting if you care to look.) Nonetheless, the
average private sector forecast dutifully puts average allitems inflation at or slightly below 2% per year.
All in all, it’s fair to say that the 2018 federal budget basks in
the (after) glow of a fairly robust economic performance.
Still, non-trivial downside risks remain, NAFTA uncertainty
perhaps chief among them. The budget also points to a
normalization of US monetary policy, and a prospective
tightening in financial conditions. Elevated household
indebtedness, that perpetual boogeyman, also makes the list,
with consumption vulnerable to sharp, adverse changes in
income, house prices or interest rate dynamics. For many,
Canada’s eroding relative tax competitiveness in the wake of
Trump’s tax cuts is another key risk, making vulnerable the
future path of business investment.
For the federal government, there’s a bit of a paradox here:
today’s strong economy suggests little need for loose(r) fiscal
policy, but potent risks (protectionist sentiment, eroding
competiveness) must be successfully navigated if the good
times are to continue. Ottawa’s response: at the risk of
stoking what is already a somewhat overheated economy, the
budget makes some targeted net new investments, but at the
same time allows a good portion of a positive economic
upgrade to flow through to the bottom line, implying room to
respond down the road if need be.

Crunching the fiscal numbers
Where does this leave the federal budget balance? For the
outgoing fiscal year, Ottawa now expects to run a $19.4
billion shortfall, equivalent to 0.9% of GDP. If you’ve been
keeping score at home, that’s slightly larger than the $18.4
billion underlying deficit flagged in October but nicely
improved vs. the $25.5 billion in red ink (before an
adjustment for risk) originally projected in Budget 2017.
The improved fiscal tone (vs the prior year’s budget) carries
over to 2018-19 and beyond. The budget puts the coming
fiscal year’s deficit at $18.1 billion or 0.8% of GDP. That’s to
be followed by a $17.5 billion shortfall in 2019-20 (0.8% of
GDP), with the deficit easing further in the final three years
of the fiscal plan, falling to $12.3 billion or just 0.5% of GDP
come 2022-23. If you’re looking for a definitive date for
deficit elimination, you won’t find one. Still, it would be hard
to term the federal budgetary shortfall as “outsized”, relative
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to our nation’s history or the fiscal posture being pursued by
many other large, advanced economies.
Lining the fresh budget figures up with earlier guidance,
you’ll find the cumulative five-year balance (covering 201718 to 2021-22) has improved a nifty $34 billion vs Budget 2017
(a positive adjustment of almost $7 billion/year). Granted,
there’s not much change vs the Fall Economic Statement
(FES) released in October 2017, given that positive fiscal
adjustments and some re-profiled/delayed infrastructure
spending largely compensate for new measures. All told, new
initiatives in today’s budget are worth $6.3 billion in 2017-18
(notably a new pension for life framework support for
veterans) and $5.4 billion in 2018-19 (spread more broadly
across four key streams), and a more modest $2-3 billion/year
further out. We’ll explore new initiatives in greater detail
shortly, but first a word on the overriding fiscal assumptions
and relative prudence embedded in the fiscal plan.
Federal revenues are expected to grow at an average annual
rate of 3.8% through 2022-23, with the revenue share of GDP
holding fairly steady at 14.5%. Program expenses, meanwhile,
are due to grow at an average annual clip of 2.8% over that
same five-year period, easing somewhat as a share of GDP
(from 14.2% in the outgoing year to 13.6% by 2022-23) and
likely little changed in real, per capita terms.
Public debt charges are receiving ever-greater attention, not
because the federal debt burden is exploding higher (we’ll
explore debt metrics in greater detail further on) but due to
greater conviction around the future path of interest rates.
Guided by a survey conducted in December, the budget
assumes 10-year Canada yields will average 2.3% in calendar
2018—a forecast that now looks too low, given 10s currently
trade around 2.25%. Ten-year interest rates are expected to
rise further in 2019 (to 2.8%), breaching 3% in 2020 and
grinding higher still through 2022.
So while it’s true that interest charges are set to outgrow
program outlays (6.2% vs 2.8%), Ottawa’s interest bill looks to
remain eminently manageable even as rates drift higher. To
wit, the share of revenue consumed by public debt charges,
currently 7.9%, should be no higher than 9% in five years’
time. Compare that with 35% interest bite taken out of the
federal budget back in the mid-1990s.
As for prudence, the budget sets aside an annual $3 billion
“adjustment for risk”, sufficient to absorb weaker growth
and/or higher interest rates. Official sensitivities suggest a
1%-pt miss in real GDP costs Ottawa $4.8 billion in year 1,
while a similar 1%-pt decline in the GDP deflator initially costs
$2.1 billion. As for the sensitivity to higher rates, a 100 bp
parallel shift in the Canada yield curve adds $0.6 billion to
the deficit in year 1, growing to $2.8 billion in year 5 (as more
and more debt is rolled over at the higher interest rate).
Warning: these sensitivities assume all else is equal and
should be treated with a degree of caution. You might

reasonably ask what happens to prudence if it’s not needed.
While not explicitly stated, it’s worth reiterating that a good
portion of last year’s positive economic upside surprise got
booked in the form of a smaller-than-planned deficit.
[A final note on prudence: The government’s approach has
evolved over the years, but this is the second budget in a row
where insurance was explicitly/directly built into the fiscal
framework via a dedicated line item. To us, this is a cleaner
and more transparent approach, relative to a less-direct
method of applying a downward adjustment to the level of
nominal GDP.]

New measures: Priority actions across
four main streams
Positive economic and fiscal adjustments since the fall have
created room for near-term investments, so too has a reprofiling of earlier committed infrastructure money. So
Ottawa’s new investments in this budget, worth more than
$21 billion over six years don’t really move the dial on the
budget deficit relative to October’s FES.
These new investments, which are primarily being captured
in the outgoing fiscal year ($6.3 billion) and the coming 201819 fiscal year ($5.4 billion) are being made in four broad
areas. And note that in all cases, budget decisions have been
subjected to gender-based analysis/screening. A focus on
gender equity informs much of what Ottawa does these days,
making Canada a decided leader on the world stage. The
government is clearly focused on promoting/driving equal pay
for equal work, regardless of your sex, and is keen to spur
greater female participation in the labour market. “Historic”
pay
equity
legislation
for
federally
regulated
sectors/employees is coming. These are laudable objectives,
making gender equality an overriding theme of today’s fiscal
blueprint.
Growth: $950 million net fiscal savings over six years ($253
million net savings in 2018-19)
Included here is the newly named Canada Workers Benefit
(formerly the Working Income Tax Benefit) that is being both
enriched and broadened (in terms of eligibility). Note that
funding had been allocated in the fall, reducing the net cost.
Extra parental leave benefits likewise have a modest fiscal
price tag, as enhancements are expected to be largely offset
by enhanced EI revenue. On EI, the program is being made
“more responsive and effective” by making permanent a pilot
project that allowed claimants to keep benefits while working
and by further assisting seasonal workers.
Having entered into the Trans-Pacific Partnership, tariff
revenue will be foregone. Although this is a cost the
government is willing to bear in order to secure preferential
access to new, large and growing export markets. Further on
trade, the budget reiterates Canada’s commitment to
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reaching a “good deal” as part of NAFTA renegotiation. Given
an ongoing softwood lumber dispute with the US, some $190
million over five years has been earmarked to support the
industry and to litigate via established WTO and NAFTA
dispute resolution mechanisms.
Also included under this banner are much-anticipated
changes to small business taxes, specifically the treatment of
passive investment income. The budget makes a number of
changes here, notably reducing/limiting access to the small
business tax rate as passive investment income grows. In
other words, the more passive investment income a
corporation has, the less its business income will qualify for
the small business tax rate. At $150,000 of passive investment
income, eligibility for the small business tax rate would be
fully eliminated. Small businesses with passive investment
income up to $50,000 will see no change in tax treatment. (As
previously announced, the small business tax rate is being
lowered from 10.5% to 9% by 2019.) The government sees a
number of advantages to this approach, relative to the earlier
proposed changes that sparked something of a backlash last
year. Based on very preliminary feedback, the small business
community would appear to agree.
Additionally, the budget limits access to refundable taxes
related to dividend income for larger private corporations.
The changes take effect for the 2019 tax year. Together with
earlier announced changes to income sprinkling, small
business measures will bring in some $230 million in 2018-19,
growing to more than $900 million/year by 2022-23. The
budget continues a crusade against tax evasion and/or tax
avoidance. Of note, the budget takes another crack at
dividend rental arrangements (a big story back in Budget
2015), clarifying eligibility for exceptions to synthetic equity
arrangement rules (effective immediately) and broadening
applicability of tax rules and clarifying dividend deductibility
related to securities lending arrangements. The budget also
moves to limit tax losses on share repurchase transactions.
What you won’t find: a reduction in the general corporate
income tax rate or anything resembling Trump’s US tax
reductions. Nor are there tax incentives to directly spur
business investment, such as accelerated depreciation.
Progress: $6.4 billion net fiscal impact over six years ($898
million in 2018-19)
The focus here is innovation, including extra support for
Canada’s Granting Councils (which in turn support scientists
in a range of fields), research support/equipment and to
harness big data. The National Research Council and federal
laboratories likewise got a bump up, while funding for the
Industrial Research Assistance Program (IRAP) will support
business research. Regional and northern development
agencies also got a boost, while investments are being made
in small craft harbours. And consistent with the overriding
theme of gender equality, there’s a new female

entrepreneurship strategy. Among other things, a mineral
exploration tax credit for junior companies was extended
another year (to March 31, 2019).
Reconciliation: $4.8 billion net fiscal impact over six years
($1.4 billion in 2018-19)
A core plank of the Liberal agenda, reconciliation and support
for Indigenous Peoples once again featured in the budget.
There were a number of specific initiatives here, focused on
clean water, housing, skills/training, health care and overall
quality of life for Indigenous Peoples.
Of note, the budget provides $50 million over five years (and
$11 million/year in ongoing support) to bolster the First
Nations Management Board, the First Nations Finance
Authority (FNFA) and the First Nations Tax Commission. An
additional $189 million in 2018-19 has been provided to
implement fiscal policy reforms with self-governing
Indigenous governments.
Advancement: $10.3 billion net fiscal impact over six years
($1.8 billion in 2018-19)
The largest of the four main investment streams, investments
here include $4.2 billion in the outgoing fiscal year (2017-18),
which primarily relates to a new pension for life plan for
Canada’s veterans.
Starting in 2018-19, new funding covers everything from
environmental protection, international support programs for
women, Canadian media content, support for official
languages, the 2021 Census, money to address problems with
the
Phoenix
pay
administration
system,
IT
services/technology modernization, etc. As expected, the
federal government is creating an Advisory Council on the
Implementation of National Pharmacare, chaired by Dr. Eric
Hoskins (who was previously Ontario Health Minister). There
was funding to establish a new Canadian Centre for Cyber
Security and for the National Cybercrime Coordination Unit.
The budget allocates money for frontline RCMP operations, to
fight the opioid crisis and to address gender-based violence.
It takes action on guns and gangs, provides funding for border
and airport security, as well as Canada’s intelligence
community, among a host of other initiatives.
Higher tobacco taxes are expected to generate $375 million
in the coming fiscal year (and more like $1.5 billion over the
full fiscal plan). Cannabis legalization, meanwhile, is set to
raise almost $700 million through 2022-23, with a revenuesharing agreement having been earlier negotiated with the
provinces. Cannabis revenue will be split 75/25, with three
quarters of the duties going to the provinces (with an
expectation that provincial proceeds will in turn filter down
to municipalities, deemed to be on the “front lines of
legalization”).
Elsewhere, the budget acknowledged that infrastructure
money is flowing out the door slower than previously
4
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anticipated. So nearly $5 billion of allocated infrastructure
money is being transferred from 2017-18 and 2018-19 to later
years, which better aligns with when lower levels of
government are likely to access this funding.
Pension protection was flagged as a priority going forward,
with the government aiming to consult with pensioners,
workers and companies on a way to better ensure retirement
security and avoid a Sears-style situation, where insolvency
leaves pensioners facing unexpected losses. Meanwhile,
upcoming legislation will implement enhancements to the
Canada Pension Plan (CPP) agreed to late last year.

amounts to $113 billion (excluding switch operations
and inflation-related adjustments), a non-trivial
reduction relative to the outgoing year’s $136 billion
in supply. After controlling for maturities and
buybacks, the stock of outstanding Canadas is due to
grow roughly $20 billion in the coming fiscal year,
again a notably slower pace of net supply than in
2017-18, when the stock of domestic Canada bonds
jumped more than $40 billion;
•

So gross bond supply is due to fall $23 billion on a
year-over-year basis. Where do you eliminate supply?
The answer: across all nominal sectors, but most
notably in the 2- to 5-year part of the curve. While
the number of 2-year and 5-year operations planned
for the coming fiscal year are unchanged from 201718, benchmark target sizes are stepping down. For
2s, the benchmark size range falls to $10-16 billion
(vs $12-18 billion previously), while 5s see a decline
to $11-17 billion (vs $14-20 billion previously). In the
3-year sector, two fewer auctions are planned.
Recall that “new 3s” are fungible with “old 5s”, and
even with marginally less supply here, we will end up
with some hyper-liquid bonds as what was originally
5-year paper rolls down the curve;

•

Out the curve, the number of regular 10- and 30-year
nominal auctions remain the same, at 5 and 3
respectively. The target benchmark size of 10s will
also need to move a bit lower, to accommodate the
smaller overall program. Benchmark tens are now
expected to be $10-16 billion in size vs $12-18 billion
previously. Two switch buybacks of old 30s are
planned, which will supplement liquidity in
benchmark longs. Meanwhile the government retains
the flexibility to issue additional ultra-longs should
market conditions prove favourable. Potential dates
will continue to be included in the Quarterly Bond
Schedule, but as we saw recently, extra-longs are “a
possibility but not a commitment”. It’s steady as she
goes for RRBs, as quarterly auctions will continue.

•

All told, the medium-term debt strategy sees the
average term to maturity of the government’s
domestic market debt holding fairly stable at roughly
5.5 to 6.5 years over the medium term.

•

As for foreign supply, direct issuance of foreign
currency bonds is one potential source of financing
Canada’s official international reserves. For 2018-19,
reserve funding requirements are pegged at roughly
US$10 billion. Indicatively, the government sees C$7
billion being sourced from foreign debt capital
markets, although as always, the ultimate strategy
here will depend on market conditions and a variety
of other considerations.

Debt ratio continues downward track
As noted, the government has yet to make a firm commitment
to deficit elimination. However, with the deficit stepping
down in each successive year, and respectable economic
growth anticipated, Ottawa expects to keep its debt-to-GDP
ratio on a declining path. This is a key fiscal anchor for the
government, rating agencies and bondholders alike.
The detailed fiscal plan puts the debt-to-GDP ratio at 30.4%
for the outgoing fiscal year. That metric is set to fall to 30.1%
in 2018-19, dropping below 30% thereafter and reaching 28.4%
by 2022-23. This leaves the federal government in an enviable
fiscal position. Moreover, this fairly low debt burden suggests
the government would have room to respond should the
economy need a fiscal boost down the road. Canada’s
national fiscal sustainability is further demonstrated by a
general government net debt-to-GDP ratio that remains far
and away the lowest in the G-7.
For bond investors, the Debt Management Strategy—
presented as an annex to the budget proper—is required
reading. It’s here where you’ll find details on how the
government intends to fund a net financial requirement of
roughly $35 billion for the 2018-19 fiscal year, where it
prefers to steer the outstanding stock of T-bills, and where
on the curve its bonds will be placed.
Here are the highlights:
•

•

Treasury bills proved to be a financial shock absorber
in 2017-18, with the extra revenue spun off by a
stronger-than-expected economy contributing to a
smaller-than-expected T-bill stock. The government
expects to have $125 billion of outstanding bills by
March 2018, but by the end of 2018-19, plans to boost
the bill stock to $138 billion—a level deemed
sufficient to ensure a liquid and well-functioning
market. The use of cash management bills will
continue;
When you raise more money from T-bills and have a
smaller deficit than the prior year’s plan, you get a
smaller bond program. And that’s exactly what’s
happening in 2018-19. The gross bond program
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All in all, 2018-19’s net financial requirement of $35 billion
(~1.5% of GDP) looks like an entirely manageable level for a
sovereign with such a sterling credit rating and demonstrated
traction with international investors. (Notwithstanding some
gradual progress on the deficit, net funding needs hold
slightly above $30 billion/year through 2022-23.)
Far from strapping on undue rollover risks, the extra T-bills
flagged here will restore needed liquidity to the front end of
Canada’s debt capital markets… welcome news for money
market traders and investors alike. Cash balances are holding
steady in and around $37 billion, with overall liquidity levels
sufficient to meet at least one month of net projected cash
flows (coupons and refinancings). The “smaller” bond
program (vs the prior two fiscal years) is still relatively
sizeable by historic standards, and despite the indicated

reduction in target benchmark sizes, Canada’s sovereign will
continue to possess large, liquid benchmark issues across
much of the curve. So we needn’t fear a short squeeze in the
front end of our bond market. Meanwhile, with no marginal
supply out in the long end, there’s little risk of crowding out
other issuers, be they provincial/municipal governments or
corporates. It’s a thoughtful approach to debt management,
one that appears to nicely balance a variety of key
considerations/objectives: fiscal efficiency, secondary
market liquidity and program stability/predictability being
overriding considerations.

Warren Lovely
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